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lnternational relations in the age of industrial 
civilization 
The latest economic crisis has 
brought about new situations threate- 
ning the civilization, which we rightly 
term aindustrial~. A weakening of the 
dynamism of manufacturing produc- 
tion is being observed in many coun- 
tries; ideological conceptions against 
industry have taken shape, and the 
emergence has also been observed of 
influential social movements, the aim 
of which is to restrain ---or even hin- 
der- the progress of technique. Howe- 
ver, the greatest threat does not, in fact, 
arise from the autonomous and contra- 
dictory processes about industrial pro- 
gress, but from political processes. 
Industrial civilization -as we see it 
now- is governed by political rather 
than by economic or technological prin- 
ciples. Political links play a more signi- 
ficant role between states than indus- 
trial coopertion, even though contem- 
porarny international relations are ge- 
nerally marked by global trends, which 
arise from the process of technological 
standardization. 
The present article -intended to pre- 
sent a few theses rather than a thorough 
analysis- deals with the general pro- 
blems of international relations from 
the political point of view. 1) We shall 
start with a presentation of modern 
thought on civilization with the purpo- 
se of showing that its criticism against 
civilization does not take into account 
the political division of the world. 2) 
Contrast with classical thinkers is even 
sharper when we consiper that present- 
day economists do not attach an absolu- 
te value to the economy in their analy- 
ses of civilization, but rather search for 
a political interpretation. 3) Understan- 
ding political functions in our age ma- 
kes it important to underline the fact 
that the foundation of the Industrial 
Revolution in Great Britain was also a 
favourable international situation, and 
not only sociological processes at home. 
4) From both the historical and econo- 
mic points of view, our civilization can 
not be reduced to a product of milita- 
rism. 5) International relations offer 
many possibilities for cooperation. The 
East-West confrontation can only be 
solved through political means. 6 )  Fun- 
damental problems of international re- 
lations lead us to the subject of a fair 
distribution of industrial production 7) 
Raw materials and energy continue to 
play a very important role in foreign 
policy. 8) The internationalization of 
the monetary world does not restrain 
political power of a given Government 
over its own country. 9) On the other 
hand, technological standardization 
does not cancel out political differences 
Traductor: Cesar P. Guidini Joubert 
among states. 10) The economic crisis of preted by categories of contemporary 
the 80's has meant a severe blow to global strategies and politics rather 
countries that have recently built their than by economic cycles categories. 
own industrial base, which can be inter- 
The balance of payments between Cuba and 
Spain 
In the first place the characteristics 
are analysed of the commercial relations 
between both economies. The conti- 
nuous expansion of these relations may 
be observed from the sixties up to the 
middle of the following decade, only to 
note, however, a more irregular pattern 
from then onwards. This development 
is related to the working and disappea- 
rance of the clearing system in force 
unti1 the end of the seventies. The 
respective compositions is itemized of 
Spanish exports and imports with the 
Cuban market, examining in particular 
the more important items and their 
specific patterns over these last deca- 
des. The conclusi6n considers the di- 
mensions and respective interest in this 
interchange for both economies. 
In the balance of sewices and bank 
transfers there are detailed the princi- 
pal items which concern the bilateral 
interchange and their links are establis- 
hed with the development of the goods 
trade. In consecuence, the development 
is obtained of the current account balan- 
ces in the above bilateral relations. 
Next the capital balance was exami- 
ned: its characteristics, composition 
and monetary development, paying 
particular attention to the export credit 
which as a basic mechanism has been 
supporting the commercial interchange 
from the seventies. The cuban debt to 
Spanish institutions, both public and 
private, was the examined. 
As a corollary to the analysis of the 
various partia1 balances, working with 
data directly supplied by the Bank of 
Spain (not released to the public), the 
balance of  payments may be made up 
which synthesises the whole of the 
bilateral economic relations between 
Cuba and Spain. Various considera- 
tions on the line taken by that aggrega- 
tion between the various balances ena- 
ble us to know diverse aspects of the 
overall pattern of these relations. 
Lastly, various reflections are presen- 
ted on the future of His pano-Cuban 
relations which allow us to appreciate 
some hypotheses and considerations in 
connection with the implications of 
Spain's entry into the European Econo- 
mic Community and also with the con- 
sequences on the Spanish sales and 
purchases in the Cuban market. 
The study includes ten specifically 
produced statistical charts on which is 
based the analysis of the text, plus four 
graphs and an end bibliography which 
has been used as an informative, statis- 
tical and analytical basis in the prepa- 
ration of this article. 
Power and Latin American judges: the 
Argentine and Colombian models 
The A. continues to reflect on the role of Latin America, and on its mediation in 
the judges (the so-called judicary class) social conflicts. Essays previously pu- 
in the configuration of the State in blished in this magazine back up such 
reflections: c.f. R. Bergalli, El Estado 
democrdtico latinoamericano y la cues- 
tibn judicial: el caso argentino (The 
Latin American democratic State and 
the judicial question: the Argentine 
case), <(Afers Internacionals,,, Sping N." 
3 1984, pp. 47-77; El esquema politico- 
criminal de la democracia argentina 
(The politico-criminal framework in 
Argentine democracy), aAfers Interna- 
cionals,,, Autumn-Winter N." 5 1984, 
pp. 101-121 and Argentina: aspectos de 
una sentencia y sus repercusiones (Ar- 
gentina: aspects of sentence, and its 
repercussions), .Afers Internacionals- 
Crónica,,, Autumn-Winter N." 7 1985, 
pp. 121-124. 
The present work - written in memo- 
riam o Alonso Reyes Echandia' and 
Emiro Sandoval Huertas, two of the 
judges assassinated in the military as- 
sault upon the occupied Palacio de 
Justicia in Bogotá (6th - 7th November 
1985), and to highlight their courage - 
develops a perspective which falls wit- 
hin the discipline known as the sociolo- 
gy of justice. In it two contradictory 
models of behaviour on the part of the 
Latin American judiciary class are ana- 
lyzed: that of Argentine judges and that 
of Colombian judges. The former have 
in the past (which goes back to 1930) 
shown obvious proof of submission to 
politico-military power; on the other 
hand, in periods of restored democratic 
legality, they have not acted in such a 
way as to bring about loyalty of the 
judiciary classa to the constitutional 
system. 
The sentence on 9th December 1985, 
issued by the Cámara Federal Criminal 
y Correccional de Buenos Aires on the 
nine military Commanders responsible 
for the tragic repression between 1976 
and 1982, announces behaviour on the 
part of the judges which is once again 
questionable. Subsequent announce- 
ments of resignation formulated by 
Public prosecutor Strassera and the 
judges who took part in the above- 
mentioned Cámara Federal - at the 
begining of May past - (carried out in 
practice by only one of them) reveal an 
attitude which is incomprehensible in 
the current democratic period and in 
the face of the attacks being made 
against the constitutional government. 
Nevertheless, such a situation could 
have been avoided - accordings to the 
A. - if this government, lead by Rau1 
Alfonsin, had taken a decision to aclean 
up,, the Argentine judiciary class, eli- 
minating those magistrates who might 
have been appointed or proposed outsi- 
de the framework of the national Cons- 
titution by de facto regimes. 
This behaviour model of the Argentine 
judiciary class is in contrast with that 
of the Colombian magistrates, led by 
the President of the Corte Suprema A. 
Reyes Echandía, who were massacred 
in the face of indifference from political 
powers who visible acted at the instiga- 
tion of military powers. Alternative 
versions of the events and the revela- 
tions which ara now coming to light 
seriously compromise politicans and 
military figures in their responsibility 
for the holocaust of the judiciary which 
occurred in Colombia. 
This contrast points to the need to not 
neglect analysis of whatever happens 
in the sphere of judicial administration 
when it comes to evaluating and giving 
form to the democratic rules of play in 
those Latin American countries in 
which new institutional processes are 
highlighting the behaviour of their jud- 
ges. 
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The foreign policy of the PSOE during the Spanish 
political transition: From underground to the 
constitution (1 974-1 978) 
As a continuation of the study of the the construction of Europe; 3) solidarity 
P.S.O.E. in its role as ccopposition par- and cooperation with the Third World, 
ty. once it recovered its legal status, and 4) contribution to world efforts for 
this part of the article opens with a peace, justice and progress. 
description of the principles which the The article closes with and analysis of 
P.S.O.E. adopted in its XXVIIth. Con- the Partido Socialista Popular views on 
gress. One of the main decisions then foreign policy. This party was the 
taken was the Party's ~Transition Pro- P.S.O.E.'s main opponent among the 
gram, (((Programa de Transición,), Spanish Socialist forces, and had an 
which expounded a pluralist, democra- outstanding role in foreign policy mat- 
tic, independent and internationalist ters thanks to studies on the subject by 
policy. The article goes on to explain some of its members; however, there 
the P.S.O.E.'s goals in foreign policy as were no substantial differences between 
well as the four main objectives adop- the P.S.P. and the P.S.O.E. concerning 
ted, that is: 1) recovery of independence foreign affairs. 
and teritorial integrity; 2) sharing in 
On Soviet Strategical Defense 
President Reagan's Strategic Defense Among the reasons argued by indepen- 
Initiative or SD1 has given birth to an dent Western observers against the SDI, a 
ardent dispute which has brought divi- promonent place corresponds to the one 
sion among experts and Governments which expresses the relative ease which 
of NATO states; such controversy has the Soviet Union might increase its 
evidently affected the relationship bet- offensive capacity with a view to diminis- 
ween superpowers. Thus, for instance, hing the SDI's effectiveness. 
it seems undeniable that during the It has been said that in the next ten 
Geneva summit between Shultz and years the Kremlin might be in a posi- 
Gromyko, US plans played a leading tion to double its amount of strategic 
role in getting the Soviets back tot the arms on a par with the growth of the US 
bargaining table. plans: it could also be increased wit- 
From available data it seems beyond hout great difficulty the number of 
all question that President Reagan is nuclear warheads per missile, thus mul- 
willing to continue with all efforts tiplying the capacity of the Soviets to 
needed to sustain basic research so as to saturate future US defense systems. 
ascertain whether substantial aspects This goa1 might also be reached by 
of the SD1 are feasible or not. using a wide range of lures which would 
It is also beyond doubt that the oblige the defense system to distinguish 
Soviet Union has taken considerable between them and the real warheads. 
steps to slow down the momentum of Likewise, it has been pointed out that 
the proyect. Even more, the level of the Soviets might be able to make 
effectiveness of US plans will depend on quicker and more effective propulsion 
the concrete answer the Soviets will systems for their intercontinental ba- 
eventually give to what they perceive as llistic missiles. This fact would greatly 
a substantial modification of the strate- reduce US chances of destroying the 
gic context. enemy's offensive systems just in the 
~ - 
phase where today circumstances are 
more favourable for the Americans. 
Besides above-mentioned objections, 
there have been exposed severa1 techni- 
cal reasons alluding to numerous ways 
the Soviet Union might employ in order 
to hamper the SDI. For instance, it is 
not unimaginable to provide missiles 
with certain protective devices, or elec- 
tronic counter-measures so as to dimi- 
nish the effect of laser rays from defense 
systems. 
Many of those contrary to the SD1 
also point to the fact that the Soviet 
Union might accelerate efforts intended 
to improve its own strategic defense 
systems, which would give fresh impe- 
tus to the arms race. 
The arms trade in the Mediterranean 
The Mediterranean Basin is one of the 
areas of greatest intensity of arms sales. 
In recent years, over thirty countries 
have exported some kind of heavy wea- 
pons into the area. The USA sells to a 
greater number of countries, followed 
by France, the USSR, Italy and the UK. 
A number of Mediterranean states 
-Israel, France, Greece, Turkey and 
Spain- are also arms dealers; that is 
the reason why the continuing arms 
trade -both inside and outside the 
region- is an important factor to their 
trade policy considering the share of 
arms industry in their total exports. 
The present dynamics of the arms 
trade in the Mediterranean Basin has a 
number of inmediate consecuences 
which can be summed up as follows: 
- Comercial interests of exporting 
countries -mainly, Western coun- 
tries- do not take ideological borders 
into account, thus promoting the re- 
armament of states, which, from a 
theoretical point of view are considered 
a potentiai enemiesa 
- The volume of the arms trade is 
alarming in the Near Eastern area, and 
generally in the whole of the Middle 
East, which contributes to inflame la- 
tent conflicts. 
- The sale of highly sophisticated 
arms makes easy for some countries to 
speed up their nuclear arms, programs, 
thus increasing opportunitiks for expor- 
ting countries to intervene and exert 
pressure in convlicts which may deve- 
lop in the Near East. 
